Agenda for the Derriford User Group
February 7th 2019

1. Happy belated New Year!

2. Read through the minutes from the last
meeting

3. Remind everyone of the role of the
Derriford User Group and vote in the new chair
and vice chair for 2019

Comfort break

4. Review the new hospital communication
boxes

5. Nominations for this year’s Champions
Awards
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Minutes for the Derriford User Group
December 6th 2018
Present:
Saoirse, Zac, Jessica, Becca, Dave, Antony,
Susie, Jill, Carol, Colin, Bob, Lesley, Lin,
Vivienne, Fiona, Sally, Ali and Kate
Guests:
Medical students Alshimaa, Waseem and Umar
Apologies:
Andy, Howard, Mark and Annette
1. Claire welcomed everyone to the group and
asked everyone to introduce themselves.
Alshimaa, Waseem and Umar are medical
students on placement with the LDL Team for
two weeks.
2. Susie kindly read the minutes from the last
meeting.
3. Saoirse had met with the Primrose Team to
discuss the findings of our planned visit earlier
in the year. They:
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Were looking to add a small primrose

flower to the signs to make the department
easier to find


Couldn’t avoid using the word cancer as

that is what mammograms check for


Have ordered in lots of easy read materials



Are having three new assessments rooms

made so will speak to the builders to make
sure the doorways are wide enough for
wheelchair users


Have ordered a hospital communication

book for the department


Would like the DUG to create a working

group to help them review some new materials
Action = Jill to also invite Becca and Sally
4. The DUG were asked to think about the
work plan for 2019. The two themes we
need to explore are:
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* Staff not being interested in the patient
* Patients with a learning disability not being
given the right or enough care and support
(These were our findings and thoughts having
reviewed the Friends and Family Test feedback).
Thoughts were:


Having more meet and greet meetings with

link nurses so we could learn more about their
departments and they could learn more about
different learning disabilities, giving choices,
the importance of easy read and
communication needs






Hosting a hospital passport promotion day
Look at different apps that could include
people’s passports, individual needs, a short
film of them whilst they are healthy
Promoting the hospital reasonable

adjustments charter we started to plan at last
week’s champions awards day
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Inviting Chief Nurse Greg Dix along to a

meeting to talk about the training needs of
the staff
5. Jill explained that in February the DUG
would be reviewing communication boxes that
the hospital were going to put on all the wards.
Our job would be to see that the right
materials were in the box and to identify
anything that was missing.
6. Claire and Antony were thanked for running
the DUG this year, Jill was thanked for
organising the DUG and all the DUG members
were thanked for giving up their precious time
to help with all the meetings, focus groups and
events that went on during the year.
7. Finally the dates for 2019 were given out
and everyone was wished a very happy
Christmas.
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